Alpina Fall Winter Collection 16/17

ALPINA: Finely crafted style and comfort for every day.
Alpina Allday footwear [for fall/winter 16/17] is a comprehensive collection that builds on
traditional craftsmanship and expertise to produce footwear that is as comfortable as it is stylish,
as functional as it is fashionable.
For a start, Alpina is a specialist in leather, working exclusively in the footwear business for more
than 70 years.
All Alpina shoes are crafted exclusively from soft, durable quality leather. Most of this year’s
women’s shoes and ankle boots are a rich black, some with shiny or glossy patent leather
finishes and combined with various attractive textures. And this season colours like greys and
browns mixing compelling patterns and textures figure fashionably in the larger mix.
The season’s women’s collection covers an array of styles, with elegant, high-heeled pumps and
equally elegant high-heeled ankle boots. Then there are attractive evening and business styles
that mix business and pleasure tastefully, beautifully. These are shoes you can wear all day,
confidently, in full comfort, all the while looking fabulously fit for the occasion – any occasion.
Casual shoes and ankle boots – even elegant ballerinas – all meant for good looking everyday
wear, anywhere, round out the best of the season’s fine and flexible collection.
Some of the season’s styles also employ a unique Alpitex membrane, to keep feet dry and
warmer in messy winter weather. Natural materials like quality leather and warm wool linings
make Alpina shoes breathable and soft to the touch. In addition, smartly-designed sole profiles
from carefully chosen materials ensure a stable, safe walk with good grip, even in winter. In the
spirit of functional footwear – that’s truly made to wear – models are available in half-sizes, as
well as wider fits for extra, comfortable volume.
For men, casual means good looking functional footwear, with many models sporting thicker
rugged soles for inhospitable winter conditions. They’re equally at home in the meeting room and
out on the street, in transit or simply going about the day’s business. Even a fall/winter sneaker
(including a high-cut) sneaks its stylish way into the collection. Black and charcoal leather
dominates, in combination with robust rubber and reinforced nylon just where it’s needed.

Another Alpina plus: Alpina’s entire production is located in Europe for greater flexibility and close
control over the entire process – which is reflected in the high, uniform quality of all our footwear
all year round.
Put your best foot forward – in an Alpina.

ALPINA: A tradition of craftsmanship and expertise
Alpina knows feet – and footwear. It’s been in the sport and outdoor footwear business for more
than 70 years (50 of those years in the same location), building on the craftsmanship, experience
and expertise that comes with respect for tradition and dedicated specialization.
Anyone who knows about feet and footwear knows a good last is integral – only from a good last
can a good shoe be crafted. One that provides support and grip, flex, feel and comfort – to both
mimic and maximize the body’s natural features and movement. Alpina develops lasts for every
type and category of shoe individually, according to the very specific functional requirements of
each shoe type and style.
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